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Don’t worry about notes

Presentation will be http://librarylinknj.org/content/even-more-digital-tools-teaching-learning
Evernote

Manage everything.
Syncs across devices
Free/Premium
IOS/Android/Desktop

www.evernote.com
Getting started
A new note

Sort by
Notebooks
Tags

Search by Notebooks, Tags, Contents
Sharing

Share notes or notebooks
Searching

professional
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Using the Evernote clipper

Install from Chrome Store

It’s Time for the first set of Continent, Country, and City clues! Week by week, these clues reveal fun facts that will help you progressively narrow your search. More...
Select options
Now in Evernote
Evernote

Organize everything on variety of devices.

Collaborate

(YouTube Demo)
Smore

Online flier
Text/Image/Link/Map
PC/App

5 for Free (various options)

www.smore.com

Please visit site
Smore- step by step

City Yoga Lessons

Join our yoga club, every Tuesday at 4!

Join the best yoga class in the city.

This text is very important as it appears next to the beginning of the page. In other words, this is the best place to a) tell people what your class is about, and b)
Join the best yoga class in the city.
This text is very important as it appears next to the beginning of the page. In other words, this is the best place to a) tell people what your class is about, and b) convince them that they should join.

Every Tuesday at 4 at the civic center.
This is a good location to include instructions or more details about the class. Try to make sign up links as clear as possible so people can easily find them.
Smore Features

Add more stuff to your flyer. Come on, you know you want to.

- Text
- Picture
- Event
- Audio
- Embed Link
- Form
- Title
- Gallery
- Bio
- Video
- Button
- Payment
Each design has options

For Modern:
Font
Theorem
Franklin
BEBAS
Rooney
Sanchez
Museo

Color

Background
Smore Features

- Account requires email (can share)
- Save online
- Download as jpeg or print
Pricing

Free plan
5 smores

Educator plan ($59/year)
Unlimited smores
Smore in the classroom

Newsletter
Brochure
Flyer
Report
(YouTube demo)
Padlet
(aka Wallwisher)
Online post it
Text/Link/Files
PC/App

www.padlet.com

Please go to the site and post!
Starting a padlet
Padlet Options
Layout and Privacy Options

**Layout**
Choose how posts appear on this wall

- **Freeform**
  Posts can be put anywhere and can be resized freely.

- **Stream**
  Posts are placed one below the other.

**Privacy**
How public do you want this wall to be? Choose one

- **Private**
  Only you and people you add by e-mail can access this wall.

- **Password Protected**
  Visitors will be required to enter this password to access this wall.

- **Hidden Link**
  The wall will have a public link, but the text will be hidden from Google and public areas of Padlet.

- **Totally Public**
  The wall will be public. It can show up in Google searches and can be featured by Padlet on the homepage.

**Add People by Email**
You can add people and give them more control. We will email them the link.

**More Privacy Controls**
More ways to control how people use this wall

- **Moderate Posts**
  Posts require approval by one of the moderators before they go up on the wall for the other readers.
Padlet Features

- Customize - wallpaper/ layout/ notifications/ link
- Visibility - Private/ Protected/ Hidden Link/ Public
- Moderate Posts
- Share - print/ email/ link/ social media/ QR/ export
Padlet in the classroom

Reports
Homework questions
Questions? (Trivia?Images?)

(YouTube demo)
Storytelling
Comics strips
Free and Paid ($35/yr)
PC
Educational Pricing
www.storyboardthat.com
Storyboardthat

Tabs for
characters/upload
settings
Drag and drop
Customize
Save

(not all comics do this!)
Storyboardthat

Edit
Copy
Delete
Print
PowerPoint
Storyboardthat Features

- Can create student accounts
- Ability to save and edit
- Tremendous customer support
Storyboard that in the classroom

- Dialogue
- Foreign languages
- Grammar?
- Explain anything

(YouTube demo)
Tellagami
Animations-30 sec.
Images/Voice
IOS and Android
Combine in iMovie
www.tellagami.com
Tellagami in the classroom

- Explain anything!
- Tell a story
- Book talk

(YouTube demo)
Movenote
Webcam + slides
Web based
(best on chrome)
Chromebook
www.movenote.com

S.E. HINTON
That Was Then, This Is Now
Sign up for free account

Present your documents with video

“Even easier than before”

Now you can make and send a video presentation directly from your Gmail.
Getting started
Upload slide(s)
Record (Pause) Save
Movenote in the classroom

- How dos
- Flipped classroom
- Reports
- Explain anything

(YouTube demo)
ChatterPIX

Animations-30 sec.
Image that talks
IOS
Combine in iMovie

www.chatterpix.com
Getting started

There is a kids and regular version - both are free.
Open the app

Gallery here refers to the ChatterPIX gallery.
Select an image

Take a photo

Use one from your photo roll,
Draw the mouth

Just draw a straight line.
Record
(30 seconds)
Decorate

Tone

Cartoon add ons

Frame

Text
Share

Email
Photos
FaceBook
YouTube
ChatterPIX in the classroom

- Anything can chat
- History comes alive
- Books “talk”
- Input for other projects

(YouTube Demo)
QR Codes

Quick Response
Paper to Digital
PC/App to create
Need camera to scan
Many vendors
QR Features

Print out code

Students scan with reader

Resources

Kathy Schrock’s Guide

Pinterest board
QR Features

- Makers
- Google QR code makers
- Delivr
  - Can make account
  - Track
- Readers (Apps)
- Google QR readers
- Scan
QR codes in the classroom

Link the physical and the digital world

Scavenger hunts

Directions (for anything!)

(YouTube Demo)
QR - www.classtools.net

QR Treasure Hunt Generator!
Get students using their mobile devices to move and to learn - NO INTERNET CONNECTION NEEDED!

1. Submit!
   Input a series of questions and answers.
   No programming experience needed - just cut and paste from a word processor

2. Create!
   Get a QR code for each question.
   Automatically generated as text files, no need for web access to read!

3. Display!
   Put the QR codes around your school.
   Be creative - different sizes, different places

4. Begin!
   Students find and answer the questions.
   The team with the most correct answers in the time available wins

Get Started!
Directions

QR Treasure Hunt Generator! [help]

create your own quiz

1. Provide the title of your quiz here.

2. Type (or copy and paste) your questions and answers here, in the following format:

question*answer
question2*answer2

(note: It is the QUESTIONS are turned into QR codes. The answers are for your reference only).

3. Submit your quiz.
Output (one/question)
Suggestions

QR Challenge: Modern World History Overview (Yr10)

View the questions! | Get the QR Code for each question!

Create a New Quiz | Edit this quiz | Contact

Teacher Notes

A. Prior to the lesson:

1. Arrange students into groups. Each group needs at least ONE person who has a mobile device (note: an internet connection will not be needed).

2. Ask students to
   - Download a QR reader (e.g. iNigma | NeoReader | Kaywa) onto their mobile devices
   - Bring these devices into the lesson.

3. Print off these QR codes for each of these quiz questions.

4. Cut them out and place them around your class / school.

B. The lesson:

1. Have the first (Introduction) QR code on display on your whiteboard.

2. Each team scans it into their device and gets told to start hunting around the school for the remaining QR codes.